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Abstract. This paper aims to measure the ergo-iconic value that plays a role in influencing the business 
agility of SMEs, this variable is used because during a pandemic, environmental uncertainty and an 
increasingly competitive business environment. This study examines the agile perspective of SMESs that 
can apply the ergo-iconic value positioning strategy is a strategy that can be implemented by companies 
to increase sales, to be able to embrace consumers supported by two independent variables and the 
dependent variable and one variable that functions as a moderating variable, namely environment. 
external. This ergo-iconic service capability variable has the strength of 4 indicators and the dependent 
variable has 4 indicators. There are two hypotheses proposed in the study, namely the higher the 
positional ergo-iconic value, the higher the business agility and the higher the interaction of the external 
environment, the higher the business agility. This study concludes that business agility or agility is 
needed in a business situation which is indeed supported by the speed of technology companies. Real 
time information cannot be hindered by business ventures, so that the external environment in this 
paper will have an impact on agile business performance. Personal or organizational customers 
(employees) have an interest in the organization and have a stake in aligning it with organizational goals. 
Business agility or agility is indispensable in a business situation which is indeed supported by company 
speed, so that technology, especially real-time information, cannot be blocked by business ventures, so 
that the external environment in this paper will have an impact on agile business performance. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The beginning of 2020 has added new history in world civilization; all countries are focusing on how to 
resolve the COVID-19 pandemic. This focus affects many sectors become uncontrollable, which mostly are 
business sectors that have direct effect to livelihood. COVID-19 pandemic has forced countries to impose 
lockdown which restrain almost all economic sectors all over the world except populist business, which is 
the Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). This sector is usually underestimated, while they 
provide several populist businesses which sustain people’s economy. Populist economy becomes the new 
economic growth resources in the midst of pandemic. Based on Badan Pusat Statistik (Central Bureau of 
Statistics) in 2020, it was shown that there are 67,5 million of populist economic agents that should be 
boosted through digital economy in order to create positive performance for national economy. The 
empirical research of Ergo-Ikonic values mentioned that this variable could increase marketing 
performance, and besides that the service value can also increase its performance (Andriyansah et al., 
2020).  

Some countries in the world implemented several limitation rules and policies to give safety for 
their societies and decrease the death toll cases caused by Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) spread. 
But in fact, these limitation policies became boomerang for them. It causes the weakening of economic 
strength and to world economy. The economic activity limitation policy caused disruption on supply chain, 
decrease production and public consumption, increase unemployment and failing small businesses. The 
writer assumed that there is situation and condition where ceteris paribus keep existed but based on 
business phenomenon during pandemic, the other factors beside demand and supply will also affect 
production process.  
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The conjecture of economic power weakening can be solved with other variable with the 
assumption that this variable is not affected significantly to pandemic situation. The positional of Ergo-
Iconic Values by Andriyansah (2018) which cited from marketing management science, stated that the 
applicative on this research will be done as the right strategy to raise millions of creative economy actors 
from informal sector to empower populist business such as SMEs. The next empiric shows that agile 
organization can be developed inside uncertain organization environment like pandemic situation 
(Rulinawaty, Samboteng, Arifin, & Hasanuddin, 2020).   

Strategy transformation is aimed for disturbed populist business growth by utilizing the positional 
strategy of ergo-iconic values; it is expected to increase the populist business performances. The right 
implementation of this strategy is needed, since SMEs have tendency to be slow in responding continuous 
and fast change in their environment and becomes agile business (Tiernan, 2015).  The velocity of 
transformation is important to be executed in order to achieve development and continuity of organization 
both in public, private, civil society, and SMES business sectors (Rulinawaty, Arifin, et al., 2020).  

A good comprehension of ergo-iconic can support SMEs in business agility development, but it has 
not been empirically proven that the variable is affecting positively or significantly to business 
growth(Andriyansah & Fatimah, 2020). Business agility is private organization ability to sense and respond 
to unpredictable change in their internal and external organization environment (business opportunity) 
and conduct collaboration with policy makers according to Alwi & Kasmad (2018), and to thrive together 
with other private organization in a completely competitive environment (Kasmad et al., 2019).  
Business opportunity will be shown by taking competitive action in the midst of unpredictable 
environment, while taking into account that the criteria to establish SMES should actually make the SMES 
business an agile organization. This research will study on how the positional value of ergo-iconic can affect 
business agility for SMEs with competitive and uncertain environment.   

The main thesis of this research is private organization (SMEs) which can use positional strategy 
of ergo-iconic value to activate four business agilities which are: strategizing agility, implementing agility, 
linking agility and people agility. While for unpredictable environment, it probably has a positive moderate 
effect for this research. First, the focus of this Ergo-iconic capability research is on four factors which are 
the flexibility conceptualization of the Iconic-Ergonomic Value, Iconic-Ergonomic Management, Iconic-
Ergonomic Technicalities, and Iconic-Ergonomic Talent which will make SMEs becomes an agile business. 
This research will explore on strategizing agility, implementing agility, linking agility, and people agility to 
create agile SMEs and external environment which is dynamic and complex. 

METHODS 

Hypothesis Development  

Based on the above literature review, the hypothesis development on this paper are as follows: 
1st Hypothesis: The higher the positional of ergo-iconic values, the business agility will be higher. 
2nd Hypothesis: The higher the external environment interaction, the business agility will be higher. 

The developed model on this paper is by using two variables which are independent variable that 
is the capability of ergo-iconic service and business agility variable which is the dependent variable. 
Empirical data has proved that business performance is not affected by both of the variables, so business 
environment variable is added in this model as moderator variable. Below is the model that was used on 
this research: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1. Develop Model Research 
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RESULTS 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In a competitive business situation, we should be able to take a quick respond to do innovation. Business 
can develop a new strategy by creating new product or service, or even new additional value. Business 
agility is a must need in any business situation which is indeed supported by the speed of technology 
companies. The real-time information cannot be resisted by the businesses, due to that the external 
environment on this research will give effect to business agility performance. 
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